We present evolutionary approach to program development based on absorption of genetic strings at different metalevels. Introducing the principles of software evolution as processes of semantical stability, expansion and contraction, we continue with an example illustrating how it is possible to integrate metalevel with base level and how this integrated computation works when driven by genetic string of codons, determining decisions for program construction and the result of constructed program execution. Next, we analyse the evolutionary circle at metalevel and we show that mentioned expansion and contraction is possible. The main contribution of the paper is that it breaks classic boundaries between models and programs because formal binding of metalevels and base level have been reached. 
Introduction
Grammars are a simple yet powerful formalism [1] . In general, they are considered to be a means of constraints that restrict expressions of a possible use. They may be applied to define acceptable expressions of a computer language, set up type constraints, or delineate restrictions on interactions within systems [2] . But of course, grammars have been find useful in many other applications too, such as introduced in [3] . In 1950s, generative grammars were formalized as a finite set of terminals, nonterminals and production rules by Chomsky [4] . Since then, computer scientists came up with generic tools turning grammars into language software [1] . In addition, grammars are classified as core representation structures not only in computer science but they have become significant for formalizing restrictions in genetic programming as well [5] . The work of Cramer [6] and Hicklin [7] are probably the first works that are the closest to the modern genetic programming but it was the research of Koza [8] that was the first to clearly define the area and introduced it as an essential part of evolutionary computation. In 1980s, genetic algorithms were firstly introduced and the term Genetic Programming was coined in 1992. Now, the grammatical evolution is one of the most widely applied methods in genetic programming [9, 10 ] to which we believe this work may contribute.
Evolution, in a broader sense, can be understood as a driven development of structures of a certain meaning. Main attribute of software evolution represents an automation of the development [11] . That is why the concept of evolution should not be associated with a kind of manual development based on incremental application of schemes using tools, but with algorithms driven by rules. Evolution is a process which has two essential points: starting point -genesis, and final point -the goal. Genesis of software is less critical point (in contrast to genesis of biological organism), because it is simple consideration that something (i.e. software) cannot be evolved from nothing. That is why we must suppose, that the most general seed (or nucleus) of software exists, and the task is to find its formal representation. If the seed is formalized, then each software is an offspring produced in evolutionary spiral and representing the goal. The goal represents more critical point of software evolution. The main attribute of the goal is its meaning, expressible in a language. Since each goal has meaning, it follows that the seed must also have meaning, expandable algorithmically. What is the goal of evolution? In our opinion, it is minimal software structure reflecting actual requirements in each time. In our conception software should not be developed in life cycles, but it should be alive forever. It means that software is a flexible subject of changes -extensions and reductions applied automatically. In the following sections, we aim to give a flavour of the evolutionary attitude to program development, beginning with semantical stability, expansion and contraction to try to understand the fundamentals of software emergence. Then, we describe an example of how to associate metalevel and base level, driven by a genetic string of codons. We continue with expansion and contraction through analysis of the evolutionary circle of metalevel. Finally, we arbitrarily summarize up contributions of this work.
Stability, expansion and contraction
Evolutionary circle characterizes the ability of a program to recognize and to produce itself. Evolutionary circle is the postulate for evolutionary spiral and we are strongly interested in formalized evolutionary circle in the role of minimal evolutionary nucleus. Clearly, if we do not understand the circle, we will never understand the spiral. Let P E be the executable form for data form P D of a program P. Then the application (P E P D ) should produce the same data form P D , as follows
In equation (1), executable and data forms of program P are semantically identical. This semantic identity is expressed by equation (2) .
Informally, according to (2) , executable and data forms of P have the same meaning, since they both express the same problem.
To define evolutionary circle formally, we introduce two executable forms, semantically equivalent to executable form P E , namely analytical form P E A and generative form P E G , such that it holds
where R is a set of analytical rules and R −1 is a set of generative rules, inverse and derivable from analytical rules.
Definition 1 (Evolutionary circle).
Evolutionary circle is defined by program P D transformation by itself using rules R to generative string . The same program in generative form, when applied to inverse rules and genetic string produces original program P D .
The definition 1 is useful for finding nucleus of evolution as well as for perceiving the evolutionary step, which is the matter of application (P
). Generative string and generative rules R −1 characterize one step of evolution. Constant pair (R −1 ) would mean twisting in circle, as follows
so starting with zero-version of program as nucleus P 0 , all next versions of the same semantics, i.e.
[
In this case, steps (5) do not compose any evolution, since we are twisting in evolutionary circle according Fig. 1 . To diversify from evolutionary circle to evolutionary spiral, it is necessary to change or R −1 or both. Depending on whether the spiral is expanding or contracting, expansion yields semantic reinforcement (called also semantic enrichment) and contraction yields semantic attenuation.
Definition 2 (Reinforcement in expanding spiral).
Reinforcement in expanding spiral is defined by the next relation which expresses that each next version of program is semantically more powerful than the preceding one
and the spiral is depicted in Fig. 2 . Non-automatic semantic reinforcement is well known, since it is applied in software construction (development).
On the other hand, contraction is characterized by next relation in which next version is less powerful than the preceding one.
Definition 3 (Attenuation in contracting spiral).
Attenuation in contracting spiral is defined by the next relation which expresses that each next version of program is semantically less powerful than the preceding one
and the contraction spiral is depicted in Fig. 3 . Underestimating (non-automatic) contraction is typical for such software development, which makes next versions of a solution less and less transparent, non-adaptable and finally useless. In software evolution both expansion and contraction (applied in subsequences of evolutionary steps) are of the same significance. However, evolution is not just semantic change of programs performed at the base level. The conception of integrating metalevel with base level is explained in the next section.
Language approach to evolution
Language approach to evolution is based on metalevel conception. In this section, we explain the principles of integrating metalevel with base level, and illustrate how it is possible at the same time to change the program and execute it when it is driven by evolutionary genetic string. Extended Backus Naur Form is a metalanguage for the definition of syntax of LL (1) context-free languages (6) .
where meaning of parentheses, brackets and curly brackets is as follows.
Informally, enclosing a syntactic expression in brackets means its optional occurrence and in curly brackets transitive closure.
In EBNF according to (6) , terminal symbols are underlined, while nonterminals and metaoperators are not. Using EBNF, when defining syntax of LL (1) language, we manually construct rules of language grammars. This is classical designing phase in compiler construction. In [12] , we have defined simple context-free language (7).
where informal meaning of metaoperations cls, sel, opt, and operation val is as follows:
1. If cls consumes 1, then the constructs in transitive closure are activated, if 0, then they are not activated.
2. If opt consumes 1, then optional constructs are activated, if 0, then they are not activated.
3. If sel consumes number , = 1 , then -th construct selected from set of constructs is activated.
4. val consumes the value, which defines the semantics of terminal symbol val.
While cls, opt, and sel are metaoperations, driving the evolution of a program at metalevel, val is operation driving the execution at the base level.
The principle of the association of metalevel with base level in (7) is in executable form. Since (7) is a metaprogram, this execution is a metaexecution with metaoperations that have fully defined metasemantics. Instead of translating source expression, such as print 4*(3+2-1)-5 to the syntactic tree, see Fig. 4 T with subsequent evaluation to the result 11, it is possible to drive the evolution of this program at metalevel integrated with execution at base level by absorption of the genetic string as follows. where base level input values are enclosed in < and >. When evaluating Language (7) with genetic string on input the result is the same as evaluating generated syntactic tree. All codons enclosed in < and > drive base level, all other drive metalevel. The same principle of driving the evolution of integrated metametalevel and metalevel is used in next sections. In this case however, we evaluate metalanguages, not languages, and this evaluation is again driven by genetic strings, applying metasemantics of metaoperations. This experiment was performed using monadic approach in Haskell and it is depicted in Fig. 5 . Different genetic strings on input of single metaprogram produce different programs at base level with potentially different results. An interesting result which comes out from this fact is that language of genetic strings can be analyzed and generated separately, deriving productions genetically. The advantage is that construction of a program is performed by metaprogram automatically and it is integrated with evaluation of generated program at the base level. Of course, the metasemantics of metaoperators must be defined. In our current solution, the semantics of base level operations is defined separately from semantics of metaoperations. The weakness is also in that genetic strings are constants. It is not difficult to see that they can be derived by syntactic analysis of source program, because they form just different form of production rules in derivation. The conception of metaoperations in noticeable, because if follows us to think about shift to upper metalevels, allowing to change metaprograms by a metametaprogram. We illustrate this approach by generation of EBNF by EBNF in semantic circle in the next section.
Evolutionary circle: EBNF in EBNF
Usually, when defining grammar of a language in EBNF, writing it to a text file, we are using invisible end-of-line marks as space characters. And then we can write language parser manually, rewriting this grammar to functions of a recursive descent parser in a recursive programming language. To implement the evolutionary circle, it is required to parse textual form of EBNF in an executable form of EBNF. We will visualize invisible terminators for precise textual form of EBNF, which is an input of executable EBNF in the next section. We implement evolutionary circle obtaining EBNF from EBNF using executable EBNF, as follows:
1. Analyzing abstracted textual EBNF by syntax analyzer version of executable EBNF, genetic string is derived.
2. Applying generative version of executable EBNF to genetic string, original textual EBNF is generated.
Syntax analyzer, which represents executable EBNF is corresponding to application (P E A R). When the analyzer is applied to EBNF in data form P D , then it produces a stream of numbers, which represents genetic string . On the other hand, when constructing generative version, we simply change the analyzer to the form (P , because we are focused on bi-directional relation between analysis and generation, not on grammatical evolution in abstraction direction, using AI algorithms, such as introduced for example in [13] . We use LL(1) language in our experiments presented in this paper just for the purpose of simplicity.
Abstracted textual EBNF
Abstraction of EBNF is not inevitable, but it helps us to distinct informal notion of nonterminals using names in (6) and their formal meaning -graph nodes aimed for recursive binding of rules. We decide to map nonterminals as follows
Each terminal in (6) is mapped as follows
All other symbols are metalanguage symbols, belonging to the set
and they remain in the textual form unchanged, except →, which is mapped to -> string form. To make textual EBNF analyzable by executable EBNF, we visualize (meta) terminators \n, and $, representing end of line and end of file marks, and to be able to produce EBNF from EBNF in generative version, we add "\n", and "$", as (terminal) terminators of the same meaning. Then we get abstracted textual EBNF, which is the subject of parsing by executable EBNF 
Analysis of EBNF by EBNF parser
After tokenizing, we get the next form which is the subject of parsing by executable EBNF 
Generation of EBNF by EBNF generator
When EBNF generator is applied to genetic string, the result is abstracted EBNF form as follows in which atributes <_> are unknown. This is so because during analysis in our experiment we ignored metasemantic information. On the other hand, abstracted EBNF has partially defined its structural metasemantics. When abstracted form of EBNF is applied to appropriate arguments that substitute all unknowns designated by occurences of A<_> and a<_>, the result is fully defined metasemantics of EBNF (both structural and operational). It is not difficult to see, that the first EBNF rule is generated by string This means the application to values that attribute the abstracted form. Therefore, the genetic evolution is not just the matter of syntactic transformation but the semantic enrichement. Although the selection of appropriate values is over the scope of this paper, it can be noticed that names play no role in our approach. In our opinion, internal processes of mutual interconnection of languages, models and programs are crucial for software evolution, and of course, they are not associated with names, since they are automated. Maybe, the situation in human brain is similar -new ideas are produced in human brain independently from syntactic symbols or certain natural language. By other words, the same thought can be expressed in different natural languages, but the internal process of thinking is substantial. Hence, we get abstracted form of EBNF as function of variables -unknown attributes, and this is a model of EBNF. Subsequent application to the values of attributes produces original EBNF. Note, that parsing EBNF by EBNF is just the simpliest way how to illustrate bi-directional relation between the analysis and the evolution at metalevel. The detailed analysis of effects of genetic strings to language evolution is the subject of our current research.
Evolutionary spiral: expansion of WBNF in EBNF
Let weak BNF (WBNF) be more abstracted metalanguage as EBNF, i.e. such that
We are interested whether it is possible to evolve EBNF from WBNF in (meta)semantical expansion and if so, what is the result EBNF model. The final goal of this experiment is to find the evolutionary nucleus. Let us define WBNF as follows 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 Applying generative form of WBNF to genetic string obtained by parser we get abstracted EBNF in the form A<_> -><_> A<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> A<_> -><_> A<_> a<_> A<_> A<_> -><_> A<_> a<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> A<_> -><_> A<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> A<_> -><_> A<_> a<_> a<_> a<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> a<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> a<_> a<_> A<_> a<_> which is more abstracted than those produced at lower metalevel.
Conclusion
The contribution of this paper is in that it opens new perspective in methods of generative programming and modeling. Unlike in Völter's work [14] , there is no difference between models and programs in our conception, because each generated shape of a target program at any metalevel is in fact model, if it is abstracted, and a program, if this can be generated. Although the principle of mutual binding of metalevels with base level presented in this paper is simple, many problems are still open. Grammars as proposed by Chomsky provide natural means to describe languages [15] . Provided we accept Chomsky's conception of universal grammar, we may suppose that there exists some universal evolutionary algorithm in which the language and all programs could be evolved. On the other hand, we are not very satisfied with the conception of symbols characterised only by syntax [16] because, as we feel, the substance of any language and each activity, represented in computer science by execution on computers is associated with formal meaning. However, we have presented the similarity of execution of metaprograms and programs and we show the analogy between the application of metaoperations and operations. Since metaoperations has semantics, we clarify the notion of metasemantics. Careful reader may notice also still restricted application of metaoperations to constant codons (constants in genetic string). This opens great perspectives when changing this classic conception to codons generated by expressions at any metalevels.
